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Name of the Activity

organized by

Date and Duration
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File Accession Dossier

Power point Presentation on

Rukmini Devi Publ c School

I Class rooms VII-VIII (A E)

fiJutJ, 2A78 rr' 2':- JIIH,
Students of class VII-VIII (A

Intra-Class Activities

Cyber Protection

2018
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OBIECTIVES:

. To apprise the students of the importance of cyber security

. To update them of the cyber etiqueites

. To sensltlze them with the ethics to be practiced in the cyber world

DESCRIPTIONI
.,1 trream of a. Digitdrln[ia vhere cy6er securlty Secomes an integrafPtu't oJ ouf nationar security."

S,taren[ra nTodi

In order to make an effort to induce the importance and effective use of digital resources among our

students, an actlvity was conducted for classes VII and VIII The students had to create PowerPoint

presentations on the topic "Cyber Protecton" They were informed about the same few days pror and

they were free to work out on it ejther in groups or ndivdually The brainstormlng was done to d scuss

the revolution with the intervention of technology in oLrr Lives. Students prepared lhe presentations and

''.cussed with each other' Their innovative presentations were then displayed in the cassrooms and

riere discussed thoroughly The learners carne out with excellent suggestions which can be incorporated

to reduce the threat of cyber bLlllies. various measures were proposed by the stlldents which can be

taken to become a more responsible person in the cyber world The Do's and Don'ts which should be

followed in a cyber clllture were also reinforced by the students The activity proved to be an eye-opener

for the students who are budding cybercitizens and are at the verge of entering jnto this virtual world
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